One contribution of 11 to a Theo Murphy meeting issue 'Nanostructured carbon membranes for breakthrough filtration applications: advancing the science, engineering and design' . Recently, graphene-based membranes have been extensively studied, represented by two distinct research directions: (i) creating pores in graphene basal plane and (ii) engineering nanochannels in graphene layers. Most simulation results predict that porous graphene membranes can be much more selective and permeable than current existing membranes, also evidenced by some experimental results for gas separation and desalination. In addition, graphene oxide has been widely investigated in layered membranes with two-dimensional nanochannels, showing very intriguing separation properties. This review will cover state-of-the-art of graphene-based membranes, and also provide a material guideline on future research directions suitable for practical membrane applications.
Recently, graphene-based membranes have been extensively studied, represented by two distinct research directions: (i) creating pores in graphene basal plane and (ii) engineering nanochannels in graphene layers. Most simulation results predict that porous graphene membranes can be much more selective and permeable than current existing membranes, also evidenced by some experimental results for gas separation and desalination. In addition, graphene oxide has been widely investigated in layered membranes with two-dimensional nanochannels, showing very intriguing separation properties. This review will cover state-of-the-art of graphene-based membranes, and also provide a material guideline on future research directions suitable for practical membrane applications.
Introduction
Membrane science and technology plays a significant role in chemical and environmental industries with a wide range of applications [1] . In general, a membrane can be defined as a selective barrier with pores or channels. Unquestionably, the key function of a membrane is to separate effectively specific molecules and ions from mixtures with high productivity. Thus, permeability and selectivity are the two most important factors to determine a membrane's performance. It should be noted that permeability and selectivity are membrane material properties, not a real membrane properties. That means, for practical application, membrane materials should be prepared in the proper membrane forms (e.g. thin-film composite (TFC) or asymmetric membranes consisting of ultrathin selective layer and mechanical porous support) to achieve high permeance and selectivity (or rejection). That is, for high permeance and selectivity, defect-free, selective thin layer should be coupled with mechanical support membrane with Correlation between permeability and selectivity of polymeric membranes for (a) CO 2 /N 2 [2] and (b) water/NaCl [3] .
(Online version in colour.)
fine pore and high porosity. Next, the membrane should be highly packed in the form of plateto-flame, hollow fibre or spiral wound membrane modules to acquire large membrane area for high flux. The separation performance of the membrane module (typically expressed as separation factor or rejection) depends on the process properties (e.g. stage cut (=permeate flow/feed flow) and pressure ratio (=feed pressure/permeate pressure)) as well as membrane properties. One reason to mention firstly the basic principle of membrane science and technology is to provide a guideline to any researchers who want to develop new membrane materials and their membrane formations, and also to explain why numerous membrane materials (in the form of thick dense membranes) showing excellent intrinsic properties (i.e. permeability and selectivity) have not been used for membrane formation and then membrane modules for practical applications. Currently, polymeric membranes have dominated the global membrane market, such as water purification, desalination, vapour/gas and gas separations because of their inherent simplicity, ease of operation, compact modular nature, low cost and energy efficiency. However, there exist limitations of polymeric membranes for both gas separation and desalination, so called as the upper bound, based on their intrinsic membrane material properties such as permeability and selectivity [2, 3] . That is, highly permeable polymeric materials tend to have low selectivity, and vice versa, showing strong trade-off relations between permeability and selectivity, as shown in figure 1 . Hence, membrane scientists are still seeking for new membrane materials to surpass the existing upper bounds for better membrane performance, if these could be successfully prepared in a large-area membrane form consisting of ultrathin selective layer and mechanical support membrane with high porosity. Many inorganic membrane materials (e.g. carbon, silica and zeolite) show excellent separation performances to overcome the limitations of polymeric membranes; however, it is generally difficult to prepare large-scale, defect-free membranes, as compared with current polymeric membranes. In the case of polymeric membranes, so far, only several polymers have been used for practical applications because of similar issues. For this reason, new membrane materials are still being unceasingly studied with high demand of industry for energy-efficient membrane separation systems.
In this regard, graphene is definitely a rising star possessing many qualified features as a membrane material, such as thickness of less than 1 nm (related to membrane permeance), scalable area (related to membrane area) and high tensile strength (related to mechanical strength) [4] on the assumption that proper pore or channel would be engineered with great feasibility. However, defect-free graphene is impermeable to gases or ions due to the high electron density of the aromatic rings that repel any atoms or molecules that try to permeate through the graphitic basal plane. These days, although graphene and its derivatives have been considered as promising membrane materials, there would be many grand challenging subjects for the embodiment of practical membranes, competing with existing membrane materials in the market. Therefore, this review will deal with recent research trends in graphene or graphene-based membranes and their potential applications, and attempts to provide future directions in which the field is likely to be realized.
Atom-thick porous graphene membrane (a) Pore engineering on graphene
Presently, graphene and its derivatives (e.g. graphene oxide (GO) or reduced graphene oxide) are regarded as promising membrane materials while graphene itself is an impermeable membrane [5] . In general, except its perfect barrier nature, graphene has some outstanding physical properties for a membrane material because, first of all, it has an atomic thickness that can allow high productivity (note that permeate permeance is inversely proportional to membrane thickness), on condition that large-area graphene can be properly perforated with high porosity. Thanks to tremendous researches of this twenty-first century fabulous material, metre-sized graphene has been obtained, for example, by using metal catalytic chemical vapour deposition (CVD) method [6] . Such large-area CVD graphene has been considered mainly for electronic applications, such as high-frequency transistor or transparent electrode [7, 8] , while these CVD graphenes do not meet high quality yet for such emerging applications because they have a number of structural defects, such as grain boundaries, Stone-Wales defects and vacancies [9] . Thus, current CVD graphene is a polycrystalline sheet, including many defects and wrinkles or folds, leading to not a perfect barrier but a gas-leaky membrane. However, such intrinsic defects in a CVD graphene can be rather used for selective molecular transport [10, 11] . At present, the main research direction on graphene membrane is to make graphene holey in nanometric or subnanometric scale for effective separation. To create such small pores on one-atom-thick graphene membrane, two representative methods have been used as shown in figure 2: (i) topdown method-hole drilling by high-temperature oxidation, electron beam, UV irradiation or plasma or helium ion bombardment and (ii) bottom-up method-direct chemical synthesis from monomer (e.g. self-assembly via Ag-catalysed polymerizations).
Focused electron beam of a transmission electron microscope (TEM) was used to create approximately 3.5 nm diameter nanopores in a graphene sheet [12] . Although this direct etching method with an electron beam leads to too large a pore size (in tens of nanometre range) to separate small molecules or ions, and it is not suitable for large-scale fabrication of devices, it would be meaningful to explore molecular translocation behaviour through a few nano-sized single nanopores. Helium ion lithography (HIL) was also applied to create pores or patterned lines in graphene on Si/SiO 2 substrates [15] . Differing from electron beam lithography method, HIL method has the advantages of its ability to mill and sputter soft and fragile materials at low rates and its small probe size. Although this method provides fast lithography compatible with graphene, the pore size is still as large as approximately 15 nm, not suitable for gas separation and desalination. Chemical etching is one of the methods to make porous graphene. According to Liu et al. [13] , thermal oxidation of graphene sheet at above 400 o C, by using O 2 /Ar gas flow, can make graphene holey via oxidation mechanism. They investigated the effect of oxidative etching on single-and multiple-layer graphene sheets, mechanically exfoliated from graphite. Interestingly, oxidative etching kinetics depends strongly on the number of graphene layers, and particularly single-layer graphene is more susceptible to such oxidative etching than bi-and triple-layer graphene, and shows formation of random holes by etching in contrast with natural graphite where nucleation occurs at point defects. Origin of the oxidation mechanism is not clear, but a proper pore size can be achieved by controlling types of oxidants, temperature and time. Figure 2 . Pores on graphene generated by (a) electron beam drilling [12] , (b) thermal oxidation [13] , (c,d) helium ion bombardment [13] and (e,f ) direct chemical synthesis [14] . (Online version in colour.)
For the first time, Bieri et al. [14] successfully demonstrated a bottom-up synthesis of porous graphene, i.e. a porous graphene (in the form of two-dimensional polyphenylene) synthesis method by using surface-assisted aryl-aryl coupling of specifically designed molecular building block (e.g. hexaiodo-substituted macrocycle cyclohexa-m-phenylene (CHP)), yielding regular two-dimensional polyphenyl networks with single-atom wide pores and sub-nanometre periodicity. The surface-assisted aryl-aryl coupling reaction would be achieved on various metal substrates, so this method may be extended to tailor directly any porous network structures with different pore size and pore spacing by proper chemical design of the molecular building units. However, scale-up with high uniformity and transfer from metal substrate will be critical issues for membrane preparation in the future because it can be synthesized on single crystalline metal substrates such as Ag (111). Apparently, direct synthesis of porous graphene by chemical methods exhibits regular pore distribution and atomic precision, whereas the pore size of porous graphene prepared by physical approaches is tuneable from nanometre to sub-nanometre by changing the ion and electron doses and acceleration voltage, depending on the subsequent applications. Further feasible methods for practical membrane fabrication are needed to develop economical syntheses of well-ordered large-area porous graphene membranes.
(b) Porous graphene for gas separation Actually, theoretical studies by first-principles computations or molecular dynamics have been performed more extensively than experimental studies of porous graphene membranes for gas separation. Jiang et al. [16] first simulated gas separation properties of a porous graphene membrane with hydrogen-passivated or nitrogen-functionalized subnanometric pores by using first-principles density functional theory calculations, showing the possibility of using the porous graphene as a membrane for gas separation ( figure 3a,b) . The simulated porous graphene membranes showed extremely high selectivity of H 2 /CH 4 with a high H 2 permeance and these calculated permeances and selectivities far surpass the separation performances of conventional polymer or other inorganic membranes. Blankenburg et al. [17] calculated H 2 or He selectivity to some atmospheric gases such as Ne, O 2 , N 2 , CO, NH 3 and Ar, by simulating a more realistic porous graphene membrane platform, recently synthesized from self-assembly of CHP [14] ( figure 3c,d) [16] . (c) Various gas permeances through graphene atomic pore as a function of diffusion barrier [17] . (d) D 2 and N 2 selectivity of N-functionalized graphene pore [18] . (Online version in colour.)
gas molecules. The kinetic diameter does not reflect the order of the diffusion barriers very well for the porous graphene membrane. For example, He has the lowest kinetic diameter among the tested gases, but diffusion barrier of H 2 is lower due to the polarization effect of the noble gases near the membrane. That is, they concluded that the different chemical and physical interactions between the gases and the porous graphene membrane, not included in the kinetic diameter, strongly determine the diffusion barrier and, therefore, the permeance. H 2 /gas selectivities of conventional polymeric and inorganic membranes range from 10 to 10 4 [2, 19] . However, in the case of graphene membranes, the determined selectivities for H 2 and He range from 10 3 to 10 23 at room temperature with a permeance higher than 10 −6 mol m −2 s −1 Pa −1 , which are far superior to those of conventional membranes. The feasibility of separating hydrogen isotopes through porous graphene membrane was also simulated by using asymmetrically decorated, doped porous graphene membrane [18] . Indeed, membrane-based hydrogen isotope separation has been very limitedly studied using metal membranes such as palladium because it is well known that hydrogen, deuterium and tritium permeabilities in palladium differ considerably [20] . Selectivities of molecular deuterium over hydrogen as well as rate constants are calculated by using ab initio interaction potentials for passage through pristine and nitrogen-functionalized porous graphene membrane. Although a pristine porous graphene membrane exhibits superior selectivity for molecular deuterium over hydrogen, the pore structure is too narrow to allow sufficient flux at low temperature. In sharp contrast, it was revealed that nitrogen-functionalized porous graphene membrane can lead to a high deuterium/hydrogen selectivity with high flux at low temperatures. Schrier [21] theoretically investigated carbon dioxide (CO 2 ) separation properties through two-dimensional polymer membranes (figure 4), analogous to the porous graphene structure synthesized by Bieri et al. [14] . The CO 2 permeance through such porous graphene membrane, All-H passivated all-N passivated N-H modified developed for CO 2 /N 2 separation from flue gas streams in post-combustion [23] . If these porous graphene membranes can be really synthesized or coupled with current existing polymeric membranes, they become a promising membrane material for important CO 2 separations such as post-combustion CO 2 capture and natural gas purification. However, large-scale synthesis of such porous graphene would be a grand challenge with proper choice of mechanical support layer. Shan et al. [22] also reported CO 2 /N 2 separation properties of a porous graphene membrane by using molecular dynamics simulation method. In that study, they investigated the effect of chemical functionalization of the graphene sheet and pore rim on the CO 2 /N 2 separation properties. The chemical functionalization of basal graphene sheets by adding polar functional groups (e.g. hydroxyl, amino and carboxyl) increases the amount of CO 2 adsorption on graphene basal plane because they have strong interactions with CO 2 molecules, leading to high CO 2 /N 2 sorption selectivity. That is, higher polarizability and quadrupole moment of CO 2 , as compared with the other gas molecules, cause an enhanced surface adsorption, which may be used to maximize the CO 2 selectivity for a certain choice of membrane with proper pore size. When pore rim is substituted with nitrogen atoms instead of hydrogen atoms, the resultant porous graphene membranes showed much higher CO 2 /N 2 selectivity than hydrogen-passivated porous graphene membrane. These simulation results on various porous graphene membranes provide an insight on the material design of porous graphene membrane for high performance CO 2 separation. Drahushuk & Strano [24] proposed a new gas permeation mechanism through singlelayer porous graphene membranes in that typical gas permeation mechanisms (e.g. pore flow mechanism or solution-diffusion mechanism) might not be appropriately applied to one-atom thick porous graphene membrane, differing from conventional membranes with relatively thick dense structures (figure 5a,b). They emphasized a surface science approach to derive analytical expressions for the gas and adsorbed phase fluxes through several classes of model porous graphene membranes under different rate-limiting steps (note that the rate-determining step in conventional membranes is a diffusion process in membrane matrix). Here they proposed that the gas-phase pathway, in which a molecule in the gas phase strikes the pore, may be the more intuitive mechanism for transport through a graphene membrane, whereas the adsorbed phase pathway has some important implications on the performance of porous graphene membranes, depending strongly on pore sizes of graphene membrane. Hauser & Schwerdtfeger [25] designed methane-selective porous graphene membranes and calculated CH 4 selectivity to other gas molecules by using a quantum theoretical treatment to a size-reduced molecular system consisting of finite model pores interacting with gas molecules (figure 5c,d). Two kinds of porous graphene membranes were simulated in this study. One is porous graphene membrane with full H-passivation of the pore edge, and the other is porous graphene membrane with part H-passivation of the pore edge, substituted by two nitrogen atoms. Interestingly, both porous membranes can separate CH 4 /N 2 very effectively, up to 100. This is indeed unprecedentedly high CH 4 /N 2 selectivity because this gas pair is very hard to separate by conventional polymeric membranes (CH 4 /N 2 selectivity is only 0.2-5) based on solution-diffusion mechanism [2, 26] . Nitrogen molecules are slightly smaller than those of methane, and thus diffusion favours nitrogen through membrane, whereas methane is more condensable than nitrogen, and thus solubility favours methane through membrane. Because molecular property differences are rather small, the differences in solubility and diffusivity are small, and accordingly, CH 4 /N 2 selectivities tend to be very low in polymeric membranes. In this regard, the simulated selectivities in porous graphene membranes are very intriguing for further membrane design for such a gas pair. Recently, a few experimental studies on single-layer porous graphene or few layered CVD graphene membranes have been reported in the literature [11, 27] (figure 6). In particular, Koenig et al. [27] experimentally demonstrated selective molecular sieving through suspended porous graphene membrane. They used ultraviolet (UV)-induced oxidative etching [13, [28] [29] [30] to create small pores in mechanically exfoliated, micrometre-sized graphene membrane suspended on 5 µm diameter porous silicon oxide substrate. They measured the molecular selectivity of the graphene membrane with etched small pores by using a pressurized blister test and mechanical resonance. They proposed that UV-induced oxidative etching be the only successful method for controllably introducing sub-nanometre-sized pores on graphene sheet, and such etched graphene membranes exhibited molecular sieving character, that is, the gas permeance order approximately follows the molecular size of gases tested in that study. Unexpectedly, CO 2 permeance is higher than any other gases, except H 2 , which is probably due to the presence of polar groups on basal plane or pore rims, mainly caused by UV-induced oxidation.
(c) Porous graphene for liquid separation
Porous graphene membranes have been also evaluated for liquid separation, such as selective ion transport and seawater desalination. Similar to gas separation studies, porous graphene membranes for these applications have been investigated firstly by theoretical simulation methods. Suk & Aluru [31] predicted water transport through ultrathin porous graphene membrane by using molecular dynamics simulations, by comparing with water transport through carbon nanotubes (CNTs) with the same pore diameters (figure 7a,b). For smaller diameter membranes, water flux is lower than through the graphene membrane, as compared with that of the CNT membrane, because of the frequent rupture of hydrogen bonding network and defect-like water orientation in the graphene pores. By contrast, for large diameter pores, water flux is higher through the porous graphene membrane, compared with that of the CNT membrane, as a result of the more bulk-like water neighbours and reduced permeation energy barrier at the entrance. Thus, it was concluded that a porous graphene membrane can be used as an efficient water transport membrane, as compared with CNT membranes, on condition that the diameter is larger than 0.8 nm. For the first time, Cohen-Tanugi & Grossman [32] theoretically estimated a possibility for water desalination through porous graphene membranes by using classical molecular dynamics (figure 7c,d). They simulated the desalination performance of porous graphene membranes as a function of pore size, chemical functionalization and applied feed pressure. It was found that salt rejection depends strongly on pore diameter with properly sized pores allowing for water flow while rejecting salt ions. Also, hydroxyl groups bonded to the edges of graphene pores help increase water flux through the porous graphene membrane because of the hydrophilic character. As a result, such hydroxyl-decorated porous graphene membranes show several orders of magnitude higher water permeability than conventional polyamide (PA) reverse osmosis (RO) membranes. More recently, they also analysed mechanical strength of porous graphene membrane as a practical desalination membrane to see its mechanical integrity under the high hydraulic pressures inherent to the current RO desalination process. By using molecular dynamics and continuum fracture mechanics, they proposed that a proper porous mechanical support with pore diameters smaller than 1 µm would allow porous graphene to endure pressures exceeding 570 bar or ten times more than typical pressures for seawater RO membrane processes. This study suggests the feasibility of porous graphene supported by conventional microporous polymeric membranes, if a high-quality graphene transfer process onto a proper mechanical support membrane could be developed. Selective ion transport or desalination performance through porous graphene membrane was experimentally observed. O'Hern et al. [10] prepared porous graphene membrane with subnanometric pores (0.40 ± 0.24 nm) by using ion bombardment and subsequently enlarged by further oxidative etching. The porous graphene membrane with negatively charged functional groups at pore edges showed cation-selective transport behaviour in small pore sizes derived from relatively short oxidation times, while large pore sized graphene membranes, prepared from longer oxidation times, allowed transport of salt but prevented the transport of a larger organic molecule by a size-exclusive mechanism. That is, these porous graphene membranes can be used for nanofiltration membrane process ( figure 8a-c experimentally demonstrated an energy-efficient desalination technology that makes use of a single-layer porous graphene made of free-standing porous graphene (figure 8d-f ). Nanometresized pores were created in a single-layer graphene membrane by using an oxygen plasma etching process, giving tuneable pore sizes. Strikingly, it was revealed that the water flux through these porous graphene membranes was at least an order of magnitude higher than that through stateof-the-art RO polymeric membranes (0.01-0.6 l cm −1 d −1 MPa −1 ) [32] . Most current methods for purifying water require a significant amount of energy. Making the membrane more porous and thinner helps increase the flux through the membrane and decrease the pressure requirements to reduce the amount of energy that the process requires.
Graphene oxide membranes (a) Graphene oxide membrane structure
While graphene as an atom-thick membrane has been extensively studied by creating subnanometre-or nanometre-sized pores for effective gas separation, GO, as a highly oxidized form of graphene sheet, has been investigated mostly in the form of thin layered membranes by tuning two-dimensional flow nanochannels. GO can be synthesized from chemical exfoliation of graphite by using strong oxidants such as potassium permanganate (KMnO 4 ) and sulfuric acid (H 2 SO 4 ) [34] . As a result, the surface of GO is decorated with hydroxyl, epoxy and carbonyl groups by the oxidation, and these functional groups provide electrostatic repulsions between GO sheets, thus minimizing aggregation in solution state. Moreover, these oxygen moieties make GO hydrophilic, which enables easy dispersion in aqueous solution by further sonication. Since the discovery of GO membranes filtered from highly dispersed GO solution (figure 9b) [36] , such GO membranes have been extensively regarded as membranes or barriers. Indeed, the exact chemical structure of GO, prepared by various oxidation methods, still remains unclear [35, 38] . [39, 40] . (b) GO membrane prepared by the filtration of aqueous GO dispersion [36] . Atomic structure of GO membrane containing (c) 0.9 and (d) 25.8 wt% of water intercalated in GO layers [37] . (Online version in colour.) oxidation, as quantified by C/O ratio, is dependent on the synthesis methods as well as the time of reaction. In general, the chemical model proposed by Lerf and co-workers [39, 40] has been widely accepted (figure 9a). That is, the basal plane of GO is decorated with hydroxyl and epoxy (1,2-ether) functional groups, and carbonyl groups are also present, most probably as carboxylic acid at GO edges and also as organic carbonyl defects within the sheet. These oxygen-containing functional groups can be useful reactive sites for further surface modification. Differing from simple brick-like layered structure, stacked manner in GO would be different, strongly depending on types of preparation methods, electrostatic nature of GO, pH of solution, GO size and chemical composition of GO sheets [41] [42] [43] . Although GO has a very hydrophilic nature, more strictly speaking, GO consists of both hydrophilic (oxidized) and hydrophobic (graphitic) domains [44] . Also, the presence of intercalated water molecules in GO layers (figure 9c,d) is very important to understand physical and chemical stability in GO membranes [45] [46] [47] . In general, the state of water in GO layers can be classified into three kinds: (i) free water, (ii) bound water, and (iii) confined water [37, 48, 49] . The presence of intercalated water would strongly affect gas and liquid transport through these GO membranes. As such, chemical and layered structures of GO membranes are not so simple, and we need to study correlation between structure and transport properties through GO membranes in the future.
(b) Graphene oxide membrane for gas separation [48] . (c) Illustration of the water adsorption/desorption process in GO membrane [48] . (Online version in colour.) fast water permeation was observed at hydrated GO membranes (figure 10a). In the hydrated GO membrane state, small gas molecules started to diffuse through the hydrated GO membranes because the presence of intercalated water molecules in GO sheets increases the layer-to-layer distance (d-spacing), thus allowing the diffusion of small gas molecules through the empty spacing by water-driven diffusion process. It was assumed that the GO laminates are composed of crystallites stacked on top of each other, and the hydroxyl and epoxy groups attached to the graphene sheets cause an increase in spacing between the GO sheets. Thus, the pristine graphene capillaries are wide-ranging open to accommodate the water molecules and the capillaries become narrow at a low relative humidity, which does not provide enough van der Waals distance to accommodate water molecules. However, according to a study on the state of water in GO membranes [48] , non-oxidized and hydrophobic graphitic regions in GO sheets are unaffected during the wet-dry switching while the changes of d-spacing of oxidized and hydrophilic regions are very susceptible to the relative humidity as shown figure 10b,c. The d-spacing of hydrophobic graphitic regions is 0.342 nm (approx. 0.335 nm in graphite) even in the hydrated state, so water transport through these graphitic regions may not be possible with a sufficient driving potential to overcome the high energy barrier at narrow pore width entrance. [51] . (d) Gas permeances of GO membranes as a function of molecular weight under dry and humidified conditions. (e) H 2 and CO 2 permeances and H 2 /CO 2 selectivity of GO membranes as a function of permeation time [11] . (Online version in colour.) be readily and reversibly inserted and removed from the GO layered structures in response to the humidity change. Rather, the fast water transport might be due to the state of water inside GO sheets, that is, a one-or two-molecule-thick layer of water that is hydrogen-bonded between the GO sheets.
Essentially, layered materials such as stacked GO sheets have been seldom considered for membrane materials because their high aspect ratios with impermeable character cause long diffusional paths due to high tortuosity, assuming that there exists gas-diffusional-empty spacing between two planes. As such, typical layered materials such as clay and GO have been commonly used for barrier applications [50] . By contrast, a recent study shows that ultrathin GO membranes can be used for membrane materials for gas separation. Kim et al. [11] demonstrated that ultrathin GO membranes consisting of several layers exhibit selective gas transport behaviours, strongly depending on the stacking manner, GO sheet size and the presence of intercalated water molecules inside GO sheets ( figure 11) . To obtain ultrathin GO layers (approx. 5 nm), they used a microporous polymeric membrane as a mechanical support layer. Also, to control stacking manner and the amount of intercalated water, they used two different coating methods. In method 1, they prepared several layered GO TFC membrane by contacting the support membrane surface to the air-liquid interface of a GO solution followed by spin casting. The GO membrane, prepared by method 1, shows typical Knudsen diffusion-based gas permeation behaviours, by molecular weight dependence of gas permeation through the GO membrane, except CO 2 permeance. During permeation experiment, CO 2 permeance decreases at a certain period and reaches a constant value while other gas permeance keeps a constant value. This GO membrane (from method 1) includes nanopores (or defects) surrounded by GO edges, because of less interlocked layer structure caused by preferential face-to-face stacking of different GO sizes. That is, gas may diffuse through such nanopores or defects, not through interspacing between GO layers. Free carboxylic acid groups or carboxylic anions at edges play a significant role in strong binding with CO 2 molecules in the presence of water, thus leading to low CO 2 permeance at a low feed pressure (approx. 1 bar). Very similar result with method 1 GO membrane was obtained by another group. Li and co-workers [52] prepared 18 nm thick GO membrane onto anodic aluminium oxide (AAO) support layer, and they reported high H 2 /CO 2 -selective GO membrane, mainly due to low CO 2 permeance (note that the use of AAO support in GO preparation leads to ionically cross-linked GO structure according to a recent report by Yeh et al. [53] ). Such low CO 2 permeance is seldom observed in microporous or nanoporous membranes without any strong adsorption sites [54] . This might be mainly attributed to a relatively strong interaction between CO 2 and adsorption sites (e.g. polar groups such as carboxyl or hydroxyl) in such GO membrane. Interestingly, by increasing humidity in the feed gas, water molecules interact preferentially with such polar groups via hydrogen bonds and then nanopores and interlayers between GO sheets can be filled with water molecules; as a result, CO 2 permeance drastically increases in the hydrated state because CO 2 is soluble in water while the solubility of other gases in water is very low, based on solution-diffusion mechanism. In method 2, they used a dynamic spin casting method to prepare GO TFC membrane by dropping a constant volume of GO solution directly onto spinning support membranes. This method leads to highly interlocked GO layered membranes, like a brick model, including more intercalated water molecules. The GO membrane, prepared from method 2, shows molecular sieving character, and the gas permeance order is CO 2 > He > H 2 > CH 4 > O 2 > N 2 . The dynamic spin-casting induces highly interlocked layered GO structure, also including relatively higher amount of intercalated water, leading to CO 2 -selective membrane by water-enhanced separation process. In a hydrated state, CO 2 /N 2 selectivity increases up to 60 with increasing CO 2 permeance, which behaviour is seldom observed in conventional gas separation membranes. As many industrial gas streams (e.g. postcombustion, natural gas purification and syngas adjustment) contain water vapour, the effect of water vapour on membrane separation performance still remains a significant issue to be considered in the evaluation of mass transport properties of polymeric membranes. In general, water vapour strongly deteriorates conventional membrane performance [55] ; with reduction of both permeability and selectivity by water condensation on membrane surfaces or in membrane pores, an energy-costly water vapour removal unit before the membrane unit is necessary. In this regard, water-enhanced CO 2 separation in GO membranes will be a great advantage in postcombustion CO 2 capture design because dehydration by condensation on the permeate side is easier than dehydration on the high-pressure feed side [51, 56] .
(c) Graphene oxide membrane for liquid separation
Owing to GO's hydrophilic nature and fast water transport properties, GO membranes have been also extensively studied for water purification and desalination applications. Ultrathin graphene nanofiltration membranes were prepared by filtering an extremely dilute base-refluxing reduced GO (called brGO) dispersion on porous supporting substrates [57] as shown in figure 12 . The brGO is not fully reduced GO, as prepared by thermal or chemical treatment. The brGO consists of hydrophilic and hydrophobic domains, based on X-ray diffraction data. Despite partial reduction (formation of more graphitic domains in GO basal plane), thin brGO membranes exhibited high water flux of approximately 21.8 l m −2 h −1 bar −1 , with high dye rejection. It was assumed that high water flux through partially reduced GO membranes might be due to slip flow between hydrophobic graphene sheets. Also measured were a number of liquids with different polarities, such as isopropanol, ethanol, hexane, cyclohexane and toluene. Among them, hexane, the most hydrophobic liquid, showed the lowest flux, mainly due to the slip flow theory that more hydrophobic liquid would lead to lower flux under the same pressure owing to greater interaction between more hydrophobic liquid and graphene walls. However, the molecular size of liquid, as compared with that of water, should be considered with interlayer spacing (or pore width), and also hydrophilic-hydrophobic repulsion should be considered for this phenomenon. They also proposed that the oxygen moieties on hydrophilic, oxidized graphene domains would hinder transport of water because of the strong interaction between them. On the other hand, the graphene domains without any oxygen functional groups would be responsible for the rapid transport of water.
Hu & Mi [58] prepared GO TFC membrane for nanofiltration applications. GO layers crosslinked by trimesoyl chloride (TMC) were coated on a polysulfone (PSF) support membrane with hydrophilic surface treatment by polydopamine. Generally, PSF membrane has hydrophobic surface, so hydrophilic GO might not be homogeneously coated with any surface modification. Thus, hydrophilic polydopamine was firstly coated onto the hydrophobic PSF membrane for better GO coating. Also, for strong integrity of GO layers and increasing interlayer spacing, TMC was used for a cross-linking agent between GO sheets. The cross-linked GO TFC membranes exhibited high water flux, ranging from 8 to 27.6 l m −2 h −1 bar −1 , approximately 4-10 times higher than that of most commercial nanofiltration membranes. However, such GO membranes exhibited a relatively low rejection (6-46%) of monovalent and divalent salts while a moderate rejection of methylene blue, and a high rejection of rhodamine-WT. Huang et al. [59] studied the effect of salt concentration, pH and pressure on water flux and solute rejection of GO membranes. Thin GO layer was coated on track-etched polycarbonate membranes. The separation performance of these GO TFC membranes depends strongly on pH, salt concentration and pressure. The ionic strength and protonation (deprotonation) of the carboxyl groups on the GO sheets are responsible for the variation between the GO sheets and the pore size of nanochannels, leading to the corresponding separation performance. At low pH and high salt concentration, the repulsion forces between the negatively charged GO sheets dramatically decrease and shrink the space between them, resulting in the reduction of the flux and increase in the rejection rate. Moreover, the collapsed nanochannels at high pressure were fully recovered by releasing the applied pressure because of their unique elastic properties. Selective ion penetration though GO membranes was also reported [60] . Differing from other groups, free-standing GO membranes were prepared by drop-casting method. Based on electron microscope images, the GO surface looks rough and layer structures of the GO membranes are loosely packed, as compared with other GO membranes prepared from vacuum filtration or spin-casting methods. Sodium salts permeate rapidly through the drop-cast GO membranes while heavy-metal salts permeate much more slowly. Interestingly, copper sulfate and large organic molecules such as rhodamine B are completely rejected because of their strong interactions with GO membranes. It was concluded that the nanocapillaries formed within GO lamellar structures and the different chemical interactions between the metal ions and the oxygen-containing functional groups are responsible for the selective permeation properties of the GO membranes, showing that GO membranes are a promising membrane material for selective ion separation. As shown in figure 13 , Huang et al. [61] prepared nanostrand-channelled GO ultrafiltration membranes. The GO membranes with numerous nanochannels with diameters of 3-5 nm showed extremely high water permeance (695 l m −2 h −1 bar −1 ) with high rejection properties. The nanostrand channels in GO membranes were created by accumulating a mixed dispersion of positively charged copper hydroxide nanostrands (CHNs) and negatively charged GO sheets, followed by removal of the CHNs. Interestingly, these membranes exhibited pressure-dependent water flux and rejection properties. Water flux does not increase linearly with increasing feed pressure, and also the rejection of Evans blue (EB, a dye) continuously decreases with increasing feed pressure, and at a certain pressure the rejection increases again. This phenomenon is seldom observed at polymer membranes. When a water-filled GO nanochannel is loaded with pressure, its shape changes from round into a flattened rectangle as the pressure is increased as high as 7.5 bar. The flattened rectangle is continuously compressed into round ripples as the pressure further increases to as high as 15 bar. When the channel is flattened, the cross-sectional area increases; thus, the permeation of EB molecules is enhanced significantly. During further compression, consecutive shrinkage of the nanochannels will reduce the cross-sectional area and increase the rejection rate again. Also, the compressed small nanochannels will almost recover to the original state after the pressure is released, which is reasonable because the strain energy stored in the water-containing curved GO sheets is sufficiently high to overcome the van der Waals forces at the contact region of the newly formed smaller nanochannels. More recently, Joshi et al. [62] reported more systematically the permeation of many species with different ionic charges through micrometre-thick, free-standing GO membranes ( figure 14) . Using a simple two-chamber diffusion cell, they initially checked permeation rates with different liquids, including water, glycerol, toluene, ethanol, benzene and dimethyl sulfoxide. No permeation was detected over a long period by monitoring liquid levels and using chemical analysis. However, water can permeate rapidly through GO membranes when the permeate side was filled with water and the feed side was filled with a 1 M sucrose solution. They also measured the permeability of various ions and organic molecules by using a conductivity meter and total organic carbon analysis. Several salt solutions were used to evaluate their permeation through GO membrane as a function of solute size. They proposed that ions or molecules dissolved in water can permeate rapidly through the graphene nanocapillaries until the physical size of ions or molecules exceeds the critical one which is approximately 4.5 Å. To explain this observation, they used the same model previously suggested to elucidate the unimpeded evaporation of water through GO membranes [49] ; in a GO crystallite, oxidized regions act as spacers that keep adjacent crystallites apart and also prevent them from being dissolved. In a hydrated state, the spacers help water to intercalate between GO sheets, while non-oxidized regions provide a network of capillaries that allow nearly frictionless flow of a layer of correlated water, similar to the case of water transport through CNTs. In a sense, the model seems to be in good agreement with their experimental data. However, this model is still too simplified to reflect the complicated chemistry and structure of real GO. Differing from other experiments, Huang et al. [63] prepared GO-coated ceramic hollow fibre membranes by a vacuum suction method and they tried to separate water from dimethyl carbonate (DMC)/water mixtures by using a pervaporation process. As a result, the GO-coated hollow fibre membranes showed efficient selective water permeation performance for low toxicity and degradable DMC. To explain high water/DMC selectivity, they applied a typical solutiondiffusion mechanism, that is, GO can sorb more preferentially water than DMC because of the presence of polar groups for hydrogen bonds with water, and also the water diffusivity is much faster than other molecules; selective, faster water permeation is a result of contributions of both enhanced diffusivity and solubility. As such, solution-diffusion mechanism is effective to elucidate current results. That is, the permeants dissolve in the membrane material and then diffuse through the membrane down a concentration gradient. An effective separation can be achieved between different permeants because of differences in the amount of material that dissolves in the membrane and the rate at which the material diffuses through the membrane. Here, diffusion through the membrane is the rate-limiting step in the mass transport across a membrane.
Kim et al. [64] have studied selective ion transport through modified GO membranes with ion-recognizing peptides. They designed a biomimetic GO membrane, functionalized with a peptide motif for selective ion recognition and transport. Here, the peptide, intrinsically having ion binding affinity with Co 2+ ions, was used to impart the selective ion transport capability. They proposed that ion recognition capability of this peptide motif successfully translates into ion specificity for selective ion transport. For example, the peptide-modified GO membranes show outstanding Co 2+ ion selectivity over other transition metal cations. Interestingly, the selectivity over Cu 2+ ion was fivefold, which is more than twice that of the previously reported values for selectivity between cations. This suggests that the novel platform with desirable dimensions is the prerequisite for truly mimicking biological attributes.
Bano et al. [65] prepared GO-imbedded PA TFC membranes for nanofiltration applications. The PSF support membrane was dipped into an aqueous solution consisting of 1,3-phenylenediamine (MPD) and GO and/or with additives, and then the excess solution on PSF membrane surface was removed. The MPD/GO-coated PSF membrane was then immersed in a solution of TMC for interfacial polymerization. Finally, they obtained PA/GO TFC membranes including different GO contents. Interestingly, water flux increases with increasing GO content in MPD/GO solution, keeping high salt rejection properties. That is, the prepared PA/GO membranes showed much higher water flux than did pristine PA membranes with a negligible change in salt rejection. Also, the addition of GO provided a significant improvement in the anti-fouling properties of the membrane due to more hydrophilic and electronegative membrane surface. Similarly, Perreault et al. [66] prepared surface functionalized PA TFC membrane with GO nanoplatelets to increase antimicrobial activity. Based on results, water and NaCl permeabilities are almost the same; however, as electronegative oxygen functional groups in GO provide a strong antimicrobial activity, 64.5% of bacterias are reduced at GO/TFC membrane compared with pristine PA/TFC membrane. Moreover, with decreasing GO platelet sizes, the antimicrobial activity is increased.
While gas and water transport through porous graphene has been extensively studied by simulation techniques, transport through GO membranes has been less studied using simulation because the structure and chemistry of GO are complex. As shown in figure 15 , Nicolai et al. [67] performed a simulation work about graphene oxide framework (GOF) membranes for water desalination. Indeed, numerous nanomaterials have been the subject of simulation studies, such as CNTs, zeolites, nanoporous graphene or aquaporin protein. Simulation has established that nanoporous graphene membranes are among the most promising materials as mentioned above. However, these types of membranes are difficult to prepare because they are made of a singlelayer graphene. Alternatively, they focus on the properties of recently synthesized GOF materials as desalination membranes. GOF is a class of nanoporous materials being composed of GO layers covalently bonded by linear boronic acid pillaring units, so-called linkers for empty spacing. They investigated the effect of linker concentration and GOF membrane thickness on desalination performance of GOF membrane as a function of applied pressure by using molecular dynamics simulations. As a result, the simulated GOF membranes turned out to be promising candidates for RO membranes to achieve efficient water desalination, as compared with conventional polymeric desalination membranes. Interestingly, the GOF membranes show a perfect salt rejection coupled to water permeabilities two orders of magnitude larger than existing desalination membranes, for relatively small membrane thickness (approx. 10 nm). However, the preparation of such thin GOF membranes would be a great challenge, and, as such, current polymeric desalination membranes are still maintaining their top position in desalination technologies.
Conclusion and perspectives
Membrane-based separation processes have rapidly grown because of many advantages over conventional processes, such as no phase change or additives, simple operation, ease of scaleup and low energy consumption. However, there exists still urgent demand to develop new membrane materials in many emerging technologies, particularly related with recent energy and environmental issues. Currently, most membrane researches are moving forward to highflux membranes with reasonable selectivity to reduce membrane module size, operating cost and energy consumption. For example, clearly membrane desalination system requires lower energy, as compared with thermal distillation methods, but the water industry is demanding more energy cut in current membrane desalination process. Definitely, improving membrane flux in a limited module size will contribute mainly to the energy reduction among other methods such as new energy recovery units and optimized system integration in the future. eye-catching intrinsic permeability and selectivity, most cases have failed as regards preparation of practical membranes because of insufficient membrane formation, high cost and low feasibility for scale-up. At this point, graphene and its derivatives are truly intriguing membrane materials because they have many advantages as membrane platform, such as being the thinnest twodimensional material, potential pore engineering, and excellent mechanical and chemical stability. However, for realization in current membrane applications, some important issues should be deeply addressed: (i) precise pore engineering, high surface porosity; (ii) transfer or coating; (iii) support membrane. As mentioned above, porous graphene has been actively studied with great expectation because it has more feasibility for scale-up than other nanomaterials. However, more reliable experimental approaches should be achieved to verify the promising separation performance, mainly derived from simulation work. Particularly, pore engineering below 1 nm should be necessary to take advantage of graphene's peculiar properties and to apply porous graphene for gas and liquid separation, competing with conventional membranes. Currently, large-area graphene from CVD method is available, and transferable to many other substrates. The CVD graphene is a polycrystalline phase consisting of many point defects and grain boundaries, which can be used for nucleation sites for further pore development or for doping or decorating at pore rims with other atoms. By controlling CVD conditions, grain boundaries or defects could be tuned for porous graphene. Also, undesirable large pore or defects would be healed by the introduction of protecting layer or further chemical treatment. Finally, proper porous substrates for supporting such thin graphene membranes should be developed for more practical membrane applications. Differing from porous graphene, GO membranes can be readily prepared in the form of TFC membranes by using current existing support membranes. For this reason, actual separation properties of GO membranes for gas and liquid separation have been more extensively reported in the literature. Basically, most studies have used the empty two-dimensional spacing between GO sheets for selective mass transport, and particularly water-enhanced separation properties through GO membranes are very interesting. However, intrinsically, GO membranes have long diffusional paths owing to GO's high aspect ratio, even at a few layers, and thus resulting in low permeance. Also, there are significant factors to affect the separation performance of GO membranes, such as size, thickness, stacking manner, the presence of intercalated water and functional groups on basal plane and at edges. To take advantage of GO membranes, smaller size, thinner thickness, larger interspacing, holey basal plane and proper pore entrance should be deeply considered for practical applications. Also, chemical and mechanical stability of GO membranes [68] [69] [70] [71] should be further investigated at different membrane operation conditions because oxygen functional groups of GO membranes are susceptible to any harsh condition such as high temperature.
